
A diversity of weapons... And defences...

Predation

1. Anti-predator defences

i) Before detection or capture

• Examples of individual and social strategies

ii) After detection or capture

2. Predator-prey coevolution: is there a perfect predator?

• A venomous arms race

• The Epomis beetle

Defences: before capture

• hide/flee

• crypsis

• aposematism

• mimicry

• unprofitability advertisement

• social strategies



Defences: before capture
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• crypsis

• aposematism
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• unprofitability advertisement

• social strategies

cuttlefish
Barbosa et al. 2011

Example: captive blue jays were trained to peck a button 
when they detected a moth using operant conditioning

Does cryptic behaviour work?

Results: jays failed to detect if:
• moth was on birch background
• moth was oriented head upwards

Colour polymorphisms may be an adaptive response to 
predators forming a search image of prey (i.e. the predator’s 
internal representation; learning is likely involved)

Example: jays improve at detection when they see the same 
moth over and over again

Crypsis and polymorphisms

• hide/flee

• crypsis

• aposematism

Defences: before capture

• mimicry

• unprofitability advertisement

• social strategies



How does aposematism evolve in the first place?
• no fitness benefit if you are killed
• what are the benefits to being conspicuous?

! kin may benefit as a result of educated predators 
(i.e., learning + kin selection)
! not all attacks are deadly; unpalatability might 
allow escape

Defences: before capture Why behave conspicuously?

Testing the function of stotting

Alarm signal: warn conspecifics of predator?

Group cohesion: enable groups to form and flee in co-
ordinated way?

Confusion effect: confuse and distract the predator?

Unprofitability advertisement: signal to the predator 
that the stotting individual is in good condition, and that 
capture is unlikely?

Testing the function of stotting

Alternative HypothesesAlternative HypothesesAlternative HypothesesAlternative Hypotheses

lone deer flags?

groups flag?

flag to predator?

flag to conspecific?

alarm signal group cohesion confusion effect unprofitability

No Yes No Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes

No No Yes Yes

Yes Yes No No



Cheetahs respond to stotting Defences: before capture

• hide/flee

• crypsis

• aposematism

• mimicry

• unprofitability advertisement

• social strategies

1. dilution effect: the chance of 
an individual being captured is 
negatively related to group size

*assumes different group members 
have equal probability of capture

Testing the dilution effect

Example: predation of pierid butterflies at puddles by 
smooth-billed anis
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Testing the dilution effect

Example: fish attacks 
on whirligig beetles
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Defences: before capture

• hide/flee

• crypsis

• aposematism

2. selfish herd: a group of 
individuals whose members use 
each other as living shields against 
predators

*assumes unequal probability of 
capture among group members

• mimicry

• unprofitability advertisement

• social strategies

! predicts that 
individuals should 
compete for preferred, 
safer positions

Defences: before capture

• hide/flee

• crypsis

• aposematism

3. “many eyes” effect: more 
animals leads to increased 
predator detection

Example: pigeons and goshawks

• mimicry

• unprofitability advertisement

• social strategies
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Defences: before capture

• hide/flee

• crypsis

• aposematism

4. confusion effect: grouping prevents a predator from 
focusing on, or selecting, a single individual for capture

• mimicry

• unprofitability advertisement

• social strategies

Defences: before capture

• hide/flee

• crypsis

• aposematism

5. group defence behaviours

e.g. mobbing: when prey closely 
approach and attempt to harass a 
predator as a group

• mimicry

• unprofitability advertisement

• social strategies



Is mobbing adaptive?

Example: mobbing intensity and egg predation success 
by crows in a black-headed gull colony

more mobbing by 
gulls  inside colony

fewer successful attacks 
by crows inside colonyoutside colony –> inside colony

Evolution of mobbing behaviour

If gulls mob predators to 
protect eggs, one would 
predict that gull species 
that lack egg predators 
will not mob

e.g. kittiwakes

AND that similar 
behaviours should evolve 
in unrelated lineages 
under similar selection 
pressures

e.g. bank swallows

Evolution of mobbing behaviour

If gulls mob predators to 
protect eggs, one would 
predict that gull species 
that lack egg predators 
will not mob

e.g. kittiwakes

AND that similar 
behaviours should evolve 
in unrelated lineages 
under similar selection 
pressures

e.g. bank swallows

Defences: after capture

• physical defences (e.g. armadillo, porcupine)

• chemical defences (e.g. skunk, bombardier beetle)

• deceive/confuse (e.g. five-lined skink)

• alarm calls (e.g. Belding’s ground squirrel)



The ultimate predator?

Why doesn’t the perfect predator/prey exist?

• ecology: most deal with several 
other species of predators/prey

• pleiotropy: multiple effects of 
genes on development can constrain 
evolution

• life-dinner principle: selection on 
individual to remain alive > selection 
to find the next meal

• coevolution: in the ongoing 
predator/prey arms race, evolutionary 
stability may never be reached 

Case study: predator-prey coevolution

Epomis larvae lure frog predators...
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Prey becomes predator

2 hours later...

and after that...



Case study: predator-prey coevolution

A venomous arms race...

Venomous arms race, but with whom?

Opossums (family Didelphidae) are resistant to venom

Venomous arms race, but with whom?

Rapid evolution of blood-clotting proteins in Didelphidae

Predators can also be prey; co-evolution 
occurs in a food web.

Summary

Anti-predator behaviour can be cryptic or conspicuous.

Groups offer a variety of potential anti-predator defences, 
but the benefits to all group members are not always 
equal.

There are several evolutionary constraints on the “perfect 
predator”, including predator-prey coevolution.

• Sometimes, the best defence is a good offence.

• Predator prey co-evolutionary cycles do not occur 
in isolation, but rather in an ecological community 
that includes interactions with other species.


